Renee- says:
<><><><> Resume Callisto Mission <><><><>

OPS_Sarak says:
::on the bridge::

CTacMizzi says:
::released from Sickbay::

TO_Jexta says:
:: On the bridge checking weapon status ::

OPS_Sarak says:
::See that the captain has falled over::

FCO_Mathe says:
::enters bridge from TL::

OPS_Sarak says:
*Sickbay*: Send a med team to the bridge

TO_Jexta says:
:: still really mad at Klord and can't wait to have a talk with the Captain ::

CEO_Klord says:
::in engineering rebalancing the warp chamber::

OPS_Sarak says:
all:Status

CTacMizzi says:
::headling through corridors finds the TL::

OPS_Sarak says:
*Klord*: What kind of damage do we have?

CTacMizzi says:
::in TL on the way to the bridge::

CEO_Klord says:
*Sarak* most essential systems are back to at least 85% wepons are at 75% shields are 65%

TO_Jexta says:
Sarak: Weapon are coming back online.. the shield are almost fully regenerated.. sir..

FCO_Mathe says:
::checks manuvering thusters::

CTacMizzi says:
::arrives on the bridge....  looks at Jexta::  weapons status?

OPS_Sarak says:
FCO: can you track where the romulans went to?

FCO_Mathe says:
OPS:gime a minure...

TO_Jexta says:
Mizzi: Forward Phaser array still need repairs but most of the system are fully fonctionnal and are recharging..

CEO_Klord says:
*Sarak* warp should be at 95% soon then I will be working on shields...

TO_Jexta says:
Mizzi: How are you sir.. ?

Winston says:
:::: walks outta my RR onto the bridge::::::::

TO_Jexta says:
:: see Winston Arrive.. :: Mizzi: Sir.. Can I speak with the Captain ?

CTacMizzi says:
::nods to Jexta::  I'm fine...  ::flexes arm::

CTacMizzi says:
Jexta:  ::nods::

Winston says:
:::: SURVEYS THE CREW:::

CTacMizzi says:
::takes the tactical station...  and runs a diagnostic on the tactical interface::

OPS_Sarak says:
CO: Sir. The planet is totaled and FCO is trying to track the Romulan warbird

CEO_Klord says:
::finnishes with the warp engins and runs final test::

Winston says:
Sarak: excellent

Winston says:
Sarak: report on the status of the ship..

TO_Jexta says:
Mizz: Thank you sir.. Winston: sir.. Can I have a word with you in your office ?

Winston says:
Jexta: one moment please

CSO_Wendy says:
::hanging around in sickbay feeling like doodoo

CSO_Wendy says:
Revee: When can I get out of here?

CMO_Revee says:
::in sick

OPS_Sarak says:
CO: MR Klord is affect repair.  Lt Wendyway is recovering in sickbay and the plant Bok no longer around

Renee- says:
<COM> Incoming hail from Starfleet Command for CO Winston, Priority One

Winston says:
Sarak: open channel

OPS_Sarak says:
CO: and Star Fleet Command is calling you.  Your eyes only

CMO_Revee says:
::in sickbay asleep with head laying on Lt.Wendyway's biobed:: ::exhausted::

TO_Jexta says:
:: standing near the CO RR ::

CEO_Klord says:
*FCO* warp is fully operational I have returned controll to helm

OPS_Sarak says:
::Sends message to the captain chair::CO: Route to your chair sir

Winston says:
Sarak: inform tem ill take it in the RR

Winston says:
jexta: ill be with you oafter the call

FCO_Mathe says:
CO: shall i engage the romulans?

Winston says:
::: walks into RR::::

OPS_Sarak says:
::Transfers it the the captains RR::

TO_Jexta says:
Winston: I'l wait outside your office..

TO_Jexta says:
:: Standing on guard near RR::

Winston says:
: takes infoming call in the RR::::::

CEO_Klord says:
::moves to shield controll and runs diagnostic::

TO_Jexta says:
:: think of way to prepare the Security Team for another Confrontation with the Romulan ::

CSO_Wendy says:
Revee: Revee? Revee? Where the heck did you get to? ::looks around and finally sees her sleeping with her head propped on the biobed::

Renee- says:
<SF> Winston: I understand there has been some destruction out your way.

FCO_Mathe says:
::plots a pursuit course::

CTacMizzi says:
::finishes tactical interface diagnostic::

CEO_Klord says:
::locates problem with shield emitter::

TO_Jexta says:
:: Thinks: assign McDonald to Team Beta II and Move Donaldson to team Gamma I ::

Winston says:
<sf> yes admiral, things arent going all that well,  Im taking total assesment and was about to contact you with a full repotryt

CSO_Wendy says:
::decides to let her sleep ... after a second or two falls asleep as well::

CSO_Wendy says:
::zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz::

CTacMizzi says:
::looks over at Jexta::  Jexta:  When you're finished with Captain Winston I'd like you to organize three security details...  just in case we get boarded again

Renee- says:
<SF> Winston: I don't think I need to elaborate on my displeasure at this turn of events. There is a Romulan Warbird out there with a trilithium weaon of mass destruction. If there are any more incidents arising out of this I will hold you personally responsible.

CTacMizzi says:
All:  Weapon systems are at acceptable levels...  I'm not saying they're great...  but they're acceptable.

TO_Jexta says:
Mizzi: I have already prepare the Security Teams sir.. It's all in my report..

CEO_Klord says:
*OPS* I will have to do an external to repair the shields di we have time now?

Winston says:
<sf> AdmiRAl it appears that confrontatio with the romalans have started again

CTacMizzi says:
Jexta:  I havn't had time to read your report Jexta...

Renee- says:
<SF> I await the results. Do not disappoint me again, Captain. ::cuts communication::

TO_Jexta says:
Mizzi: I know that sir.. I'm glad to see you back on your feet sir..

CEO_Klord says:
::heads to airlock to begin External repairs::

TO_Jexta says:
:: Standing near CO RR and waiting the CO to call him ::

Winston says:
<sf> The callisto was attacked by Romulans, and they were the ones that destroyed the planet.  the callisto is under repairs and should set sail soon

OPS_Sarak says:
*Klord*: Unknonw at this time

FCO_Mathe says:
::tests man thusters again::

OPS_Sarak says:
*Sickbay*: What is the status of Lt Wendyway?

CEO_Klord says:
::puts on suit and gos out into space::

CSO_Wendy says:
::begins to dream of drowning and being all alone::

Winston says:
*jexta* enter p[lease

CMO_Revee says:
::awakes to hail from Sarak::

TO_Jexta says:
:: enters the CO RR ::

CEO_Klord says:
moves to shield aray and begins repairs::

FCO_Mathe says:
CEO: Need some help?

Winston says:
Jexta: you wanted to speak?

CTacMizzi says:
*Klord*  Chief...  are you going to be able to give me any more power to these shields anytime soon?

TO_Jexta says:
Winston: Yes Sir.. I talk with Lt. Klord and he told me that  you we're the one who wanted to beam the Romulan into space.. is that true ?

CMO_Revee says:
Sarak:  Lt. Wendyway is sleeping at his time.  Her condition has stabilized

CSO_Wendy says:
::begins thrashing and moaning::

CEO_Klord says:
*TAC* I will have to shut down the shils comleatly and reboot the whole system . It should be no longer then 1 minut

OPS_Sarak says:
*Sickaby*: Acknowledge

Winston says:
Jexta: I concured with Lt Klords' idea obout beaming them into space.  SO since I orded the beaming it was my call

CTacMizzi says:
*Klord*  Acknowledged.  I'm shutting down the shield interfaces from this station.

OPS_Sarak says:
*Klord*:Eta till shields are restored?

CTacMizzi says:
::takes the shields offline from the tac. interface::

Renee- says:
ACTION: Romulan warbird appears, decloaking off starboard, matching velocity and course with the Callisto

CEO_Klord says:
*OPS* we are rebooting the whole system now they should be online and at full strength in about 30 Seconds

CMO_Revee says:
::moves over to desk and continues updating medical reports ::

TO_Jexta says:
Winston: Sir.. according to SF regulations 145-A3 unless trap in a desperate situation, no one should be beam into space unless there is a emergency .. even romulans sir..

FCO_Mathe says:
CEO: Get back in here

CTacMizzi says:
Bridge:  We've got a Romulan warbird decloaking off of starboard.  ::sounds the Red Alert::

Winston says:
Jexta: bridge command was lost and boarding party had caused an emergency

CEO_Klord says:
::franticly resets controlls ::

CSO_Wendy says:
::wakes up sweating, sitting bolt upright on the biobed::

Renee-  (Redalert.wav)

TO_Jexta Winston:But sir, ..according to SF regulations.. ::hears Red alert :: (Alert.wav)

Winston says:
::: sees RA go on... jexta take your post

Renee- says:
ACTION: Winston disappears off the ship in a transporter beam

CMO_Revee says:
::sees Wendyways distress and rushes over to her::

Winston says:
: leaves RR and enters bridge::::

TO_Jexta says:
:: hear beaming sound ::

Winston says:
::::: beamed out::::::

Renee- says:
ACTION: Warbird fires phasers at Callisto

TO_Jexta says:
:: Turn :: CO: Captain !!!!!!

OPS_Sarak says:
*Klord*:Get those shields back up yesterdaty andnget back in here

TO_Jexta says:
:: Feel Rumble ::

FCO_Mathe says:
TAC: Raise shiels qucik

CEO_Klord says:
::slaps combadge emergency site to site transport requested

Renee- says:
ACTION: Warbird re-cloaks and disappears

OPS_Sarak says:
All:Brace for impact!!

OPS_Sarak says:
::Beams Klord back on board::

FCO_Mathe says:
::plots pusiut::

CTacMizzi says:
Bridge:  We don't have shields...  ::targets the Warbird...  gets jostled around... steadies self...::

OPS_Sarak  (Transporter.wav)

CTacMizzi says:
They're cloaked...

FCO_Mathe says:
OPS: I am ready to pursue them

TO_Jexta says:
:: gets out of RR:: Aloudl: the Co as just been beam out !!!

CSO_Wendy says:
::sees Revee:: Revee: Hey! What hit me? ::grins ruefully:: Revee: It's good to see you by the way ... hardly the reunion I was planning after all these years, though

CEO_Klord says:
::shields come back upjust in time to deflect phaser blast

OPS_Sarak says:
FCO:follow them

CTacMizzi says:
::doesn't want another trip down to Sickbay and Dr. Death::

TO_Jexta says:
:: Get to Tac Console II::

Winston says:
@looks around:::::

FCO_Mathe says:
::engages at max warp::

OPS_Sarak says:
Mizzi:Get a team toghter to get the captain back

OPS_Sarak says:
*Klord*: Did u finish your repairs

TO_Jexta says:
Mizzi: Sir.. I can work on that if you wish ..

OPS_Sarak says:
*Sickbay*:WHo long till lt Wendyway can return to duty>

Renee- says:
@<Rom> ::kicks the unsuspecting Winston as he is still looking around::

CTacMizzi says:
::nods to Sarak::

TO_Jexta says:
Mizzi: Will you prepare a plan to stop the Romulan at the Neutral zone

TO_Jexta says:
<while>

Winston says:
@Romulan scum: resorting to kicking eh.....

CTacMizzi says:
Jexta:  Take care of Tactical.

CSO_Wendy says:
::sees the red alert flashing:: Revee: fix me up and get me back on duty fast

Renee- says:
@<Rom> ::grabs Winston and escorts him to a holding cell, engaging forcefield::

FCO_Mathe says:
::checks ETA::

TO_Jexta says:
Mizzi: Aye sir..:: take over tactical check for Sign of romulan and prepare all ship defensive and offensive system.. ::

Winston says:
@:::: takes seat, adn gets a little nap::::::

CSO_Wendy says:
::stands up a little unsteadily::

TO_Jexta says:
*Klord*: How much time before we get the shields and the weaponry back online ?

CTacMizzi says:
Bridge:  If we can get their shields down... or locate where they are cloaked... we can beam a team aboard the Romulan ship...

TO_Jexta says:
Mizzi: I'll work on that sir..

CSO_Wendy says:
::waits until the dizziness wears off and walks out of sickbay:: Revee: I'll be back later

CTacMizzi says:
*Alpha Team* Report to TR 1.

FCO_Mathe says:
OPS: Request to be on AT

OPS_Sarak says:
FCO: negative

CSO_Wendy says:
:;enters turbolift:: Bridge

Winston says:
@::::::: resting eyes and wondering how the Callisto is holding up

OPS_Sarak says:
::realy whish he was not in charge right know::

TO_Jexta says:
:: Doing a tachyon scan to see if it could pick up the romulan ::

OPS_Sarak says:
::see wendyway enter the bridge::

CTacMizzi says:
::heads for TR1::

CEO_Klord says:
*Jexta* we have full shields and 75% wepons

CSO_Wendy says:
::exits TL and enters Bridge::

OPS_Sarak says:
Lt: We in a prusit course following the warbird they have captain Winston.

TO_Jexta says:
*Klord*: Thanks you sir.. :: see Wendy arrive.. :: Wendy: Glad to see you sir..

CSO_Wendy says:
::thinks, Oh, hell ... what a way to start a shift::

CSO_Wendy says:
Jexta: thanks

CSO_Wendy says:
All: status on the warbird?

CTacMizzi says:
::arrives in TR1 and sees Alpha Team ready::

OPS_Sarak says:
::Sure gald wendyway is in charge now::

CSO_Wendy says:
::walks a little unsteadily over to the big chair::

CSO_Wendy says:
::sits down gingerly::

CEO_Klord says:
::removes evac suit and moves to main eng. console::

CSO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Where is Mizzi?

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: The have cloaked.. :: Checking the Sensors:: And I'm not picking up any Warp signature so they haven't engage warp yet..

CSO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Have you tried a tachyon sweep to check for subspace distortions that would indicate a cloaking device?

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: Is preparing to beam down with a Security Group to  beam over the Romulan Ship and get back the captain.. ::see that warp signature is beginning to show up:: Aloud; They  have engage warp sir.. they're out of range for that now..

TO_Jexta says:
<Mizzi is ...>

CSO_Wendy says:
Tac: Plot a pursuit coarse using the warp trail

TO_Jexta says:
:: Prepare the tachyong scan as soon as they get in range of the warp signature .. ::

Renee- says:
@<Rom> ::Makes a face at the puny human::

CEO_Klord says:
::sees all systems are as good as they will get for now and heads to bridge::

TO_Jexta says:
FCO: Do what the captain ask and follow those coordonates .. :: send Coor. do FCO ::

TO_Jexta says:
<Captain: Wendy Right now >

CSO_Wendy says:
FCO: engage pursuit coarse, maximum warp

CTacMizzi says:
::double checks Away Team equipment::

FCO_Mathe says:
TAC: aye

CEO_Klord  (TurboLift.wav)

TO_Jexta says:
:: Check weapon status and all the rest ::

FCO_Mathe says:
::engages::

CSO_Wendy says:
Jexta: we have to find a way to disrupt their cloak ... any ideas?

CSO_Wendy says:
::sees Klord arrive::

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: Sir.. I think that by shooting at them should be a good way.. but for that we need to locate them first..

Winston says:
@:::: get up off the floor after some odd tortute that knocked me out:::::

CEO_Klord says:
::enters bridge and sees Wendyway and starts to turn around, changes direction and heads to Eng. console::

TO_Jexta says:
:: See Klord arrive.. less mad since he talked to the Captain ::

CSO_Wendy says:
Klord: We need to find a way to disrupt the cloaking device on the warbird, I'd like you to work on it with Jexta

TO_Jexta says:
:: Still don't feel like working with Klord yet but has to follow orders.. ::

CEO_Klord says:
::Nods: aye sir

TO_Jexta says:
:: goes next to Klord:: Klord: Do you know a way to locate Cloaked Romulan ship that are at warped ?

CSO_Wendy says:
::sees Jexta's reluctance... ignores it ... knows he's a professional just as she is ... she'll deal with Klord's heavy hand on the transporter controls later::

OPS_Sarak says:
Wendyway: Request persion to go to Transport room 1 to take charge of the transporting of awayteam

CTacMizzi says:
::debates with self to include the CMO on the trip...  the captain might be hurt::

CTacMizzi says:
::should I?  shouldn't I?::

CEO_Klord says:
Jexta : Jextta lets see how large a tacyon burst we can emit from the diflector dish

Winston says:
<Jones> walks out of hydroponics and heads towaerd the mess hall:::::

OPS_Sarak says:
::thinks cause we sure do not want Klord at the controls::

TO_Jexta says:
Klord: Good idea.. Ops: Prepare to reroaad all available power to the deflector dish sir..

CSO_Wendy says:
Sarak: negative ... you're needed here in case they get into trouble

CTacMizzi says:
*Bridge*  Any luck in locating the warbird?

CSO_Wendy says:
Sarak: I need you scanning for the warbird

Winston says:
< Cnslr Rosalita>  Enters the Bridge

TO_Jexta says:
*Mizzi*: Not yet sir but we're working on it.. we're following them right now but we can get a exact fix on their position..

OPS_Sarak says:
Wendway: Aye.  But i recomand we do not let KLord hanld the transporters

CSO_Wendy says:
*Mizzi* We're following their warp trail, but we haven't pinpointed them

CEO_Klord says:
::reconfigures deflector::

TO_Jexta says:
Klord: Ready when you are..

CEO_Klord says:
::reconfigures deflecter::

CSO_Wendy says:
Sarak: That's enough

CTacMizzi says:
*Bridge*  Understood.  I have an Away Team of 12, including myself, ready and waiting.

CSO_Wendy says:
::surprised a Vulcan would breech protocol so blatantly ... wonders if it should go on his report::

TO_Jexta says:
Sarak: Sir.. did you reroad all availabe power to the Deflectors system ?

CEO_Klord  (Deflector Dish FIRE!.wav)

OPS_Sarak says:
::Search for the warbird::

Winston says:
<cnslr rosalita> ::takes seat and tries to get some romupan telepathy goinging::::

TO_Jexta says:
*Mizzi*: Stand by to be beam over..

OPS_Sarak says:
::wonders why Wendyway reacting so emotial to a Logical recomendation::

CEO_Klord says:
Sarak: see if they show on scans now

Winston says:
@:::: feels awful in the brig feeling light headed and dizzy.  almost like the oxygen is dropping::::::

TO_Jexta says:
:: move over to tac console to destabilize their cloak with a phaser shot ::

CTacMizzi says:
::sends 6 crew up to the trans.pad::  *Jexta* the first team is ready.

CSO_Wendy says:
*Tranporter Chief* Stand by... if we've disrupted the shields we'll have to slow to impulse and transport the team very quickly

TO_Jexta says:
*Mizzi*: Aye sir..

CSO_Wendy says:
Sarak: Status of the Warbird?

FCO_Mathe says:
CSO: Ready...

OPS_Sarak says:
::checks scannners::

TO_Jexta says:
:: Check for the Romulans ship.. ::

FCO_Mathe says:
::prepares impulse engines::

Winston says:
@: getting slighty more dizzy::::

CTacMizzi says:
away team:  Our primary goal is to secure an area on the ship.  From there we'll find Winston.

CSO_Wendy says:
Sarak, Jexta, Klord: Report!

TO_Jexta says:
:: picking up a trace:: *TR1*: Energize now do those Coordonnates !

OPS_Sarak says:
Wendy: Warbird detected , send locatiuon to helm ::send data to helm::

CEO_Klord says:
Wendyway we have disruped their shields

Winston says:
@::::looks on at his ROmul;an captors as they look back ayt me::::::::

CSO_Wendy says:
FCO: drop out of warp

FCO_Mathe says:
::Slows to impulse::

OPS_Sarak says:
*Mizzi*: standby warbird located

CSO_Wendy says:
*Transport Chief* Beam over the team

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: I send the coordoonates directly to TR1 sir.. sorry. but we couldn't spear a second..

CSO_Wendy says:
Jexta: You did well

TO_Jexta  (Transporter.wav)

CSO_Wendy says:
Klord: what about a tractor beam?

CEO_Klord says:
::wishes he were on the away team::

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: Sir.. I'm not a engineer.. but I think it will be too risky at warp speed..

CEO_Klord says:
Wendyway: we cant get a lock

CSO_Wendy says:
FCO:Continue following the warbird, best possible speed

CTacMizzi says:
::beams over the initial team of six to the coordinates given from the bridge::

FCO_Mathe says:
::returns to warp::

Winston says:
@:::: begining feel more oxygen deprived:::::

OPS_Sarak says:
Wendway: awayteam has been beam to the warbird::

TO_Jexta says:
:: waiting to hear from TR to see if the first wave was able to be beam onbard the ship ::

TO_Jexta says:
Aloud; YES !

CSO_Wendy says:
Sarak: Scan that ship ... I want a weakness foun

CSO_Wendy says:
<found>

CEO_Klord says:
Wendyway If we can still locate them and get the out of warp I'll get a grip on it thou

TO_Jexta says:
*Mizzi*: Prepare to send the second wave sir..

CTacMizzi says:
::steps up on the pad with the other six::

TO_Jexta says:
:: Picking up sensors info.. ::

FCO_Mathe says:
::slows to impulse::

OPS_Sarak says:
::scna warbird for weakness::

CSO_Wendy says:
FCO: drop out of warp to beam the other team over

Winston says:
@:;trying to hold on but seeing dark spots::::::

CTacMizzi says:
::readies phasers::

FCO_Mathe says:
::beams team over::

CEO_Klord says:
TAC: Mizzi repair crews report that the forewar wepons aray is now functional

FCO_Mathe says:
::returns to warp::

TO_Jexta says:
Klord; thank you sir.. :: Get a lock on the Romulans ::

Winston says:
@:passes out hard:::::

CEO_Klord says:
Wedyway will we be fireing on the ship with our team there?

CTacMizzi says:
@::on Warbird in a firefight::

CTacMizzi says:
@ ::uses tricorder to scan for the captain::

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: Sir.. I can fire on the Romulan..

CSO_Wendy says:
Klord: Target their propulsion systems ... lets see if we can get them out of warp

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: it will slow them down..

FCO_Mathe says:
::matches speed with romulans::

Renee- says:
@<Rom> ::sees pesky Starfleet officers and fires disruptor::

CSO_Wendy says:
FCO: return to warp and stay with the warbird

CTacMizzi says:
@AT:  This way!  Follow me!!  ::leads the way....::

CEO_Klord says:
Jexta: target thier warp nacels

CTacMizzi says:
@::right into a band of Romulans and firing disruptors::

OPS_Sarak says:
*Mizzi*:status?

TO_Jexta says:
:: wish he was with the security Detachement::: Klord; aye sir.. ::lock and fire on the ship ::

CSO_Wendy says:
Jexta: work with Klord to see if you can get their warp drive off line

CTacMizzi says:
@*Sarak* BUSY!

TO_Jexta  (ShipPhasers.wav)

CTacMizzi says:
@::firing at Romulans::

Winston says:
@l:SLOWLY being drprived of life support::::

TO_Jexta says:
:: hope it will slow them down ::

CTacMizzi says:
@::orders three crew to outflank the Romulans::

OPS_Sarak says:
Wendyway: Away team reports they are "Busy"

CSO_Wendy says:
Sarak: Can you get a lock on Winston?

Renee- says:
@<Rom> ::continues firing disruptor, hits one of the pesky Starfleet officers::

OPS_Sarak says:
::searchs for human lifesigns on the warbird::

CTacMizzi says:
@ damn...  ::looks at Bidinski fall::

Winston says:
@:::lifesigns dropping:::::

TO_Jexta says:
:: Fire anoter shot to stop their warp engine ::

TO_Jexta  (ShipPhasers.wav)

CTacMizzi says:
@ ::takes two other officers to try and circle around to get to Winston::

Winston says:
@::::: lifesigns dropping:::::

OPS_Sarak says:
::still scanning""

CEO_Klord says:
::scans for lifesigns on Rommie vessle::

CTacMizzi says:
@::takes a ruond-about route and finds the Captain::

TO_Jexta says:
:: Check The Romulan Status ::

OPS_Sarak says:
*mizzi*:Status?

CEO_Klord says:
Sarak : I'm going to fire the dish again....see if that improves your scams

TO_Jexta says:
:: Fire anoter shot on their Disruptor array to stop prevent them for shooting ::

CEO_Klord  (Deflector Dish FIRE!.wav)

CTacMizzi says:
*Sarak*  Damn Vulcan!  We've got the Captain...  we're getting the weapons!  Give us three minutes!  Or buy us more time.

TO_Jexta  (ShipPhasers.wav)

OPS_Sarak says:
wendyway: I for a weakly, feeble lock on the captain but its fainting

OPS_Sarak says:
::wonders why Mizzi is so crankey::

CTacMizzi says:
@::looks down at Winston...  puts his comm badge on the captain::  *Callisto*  One to beam directly to SickBay!

TO_Jexta :: Hit the Romulan Disruptor array :: (Explosion!.wav)

CSO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Have we managed to knock them out of warp?

OPS_Sarak says:
<<for = got>?

CEO_Klord  (Transp~1.wav)

Winston says:
:::::dang near dead in sickbay:::::

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: yes sir... The romulan are no match for us now..

CTacMizzi says:
@::sees the captain vanish... takes the rest of the away team to regroup and find the weapons::

FCO_Mathe says:
::matches speed with romulans::

CEO_Klord says:
::locks on tractor beam::

CEO_Klord  (Tractor Beam.wav)

CSO_Wendy says:
*Transporter Chief* Keep a lock on the away team

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: Sir .. I recommand I lead a second away team to help Mizzi locate the weapon ..

Winston says:
::still out cold in sickbay as teh EMH begisn working on restoringlife and analyzing the damage done to winston:::::

CEO_Klord says:
Wendyway I have a lock on them now

CTacMizzi says:
@::takes away team... finds the weapons....it's a running firefight in the ROmulan ship::

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: or we should at least beam it onboard ..(the weapon )

CTacMizzi says:
@*Callisto*  We're not going to have enough time to beam all the weapons out!

Renee- says:
@<Rom> ::chasing after Starfleet officers, shooting disruptor::

CTacMizzi says:
@::Fires phaser at a Rommie head poking out from behind a console::

CSO_Wendy says:
Sarak: CAn you scan for the weapon from here?

CTacMizzi says:
@::loses another team member::

CSO_Wendy says:
Sarak: And send the away team the co-ordinates?

CEO_Klord says:
Wendyway : should we order the remaining wepons destroyed?

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: Sir I recomand sending a second away team to recover the weapon and help Mizzi.. those guys won't hold for long all alone..

OPS_Sarak says:
::scans the warbird for the weapons::

CTacMizzi says:
*Callisto*  I'm going to destroy the weapons....  ::grabs two phasers and sets them to start overloading::

OPS_Sarak says:
Wendyway:Scanning

CSO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Have the team stand by... if we detect the weapons via scan... we'll beam them directly to the site

CTacMizzi says:
@ *Callisto*  Start beaming back Away team in groups of three.

CEO_Klord says:
::keeps tractor beams locked to rommie Vessel::

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: aye sir *Security team Gamma*: Go t.. :: hear Mizzi: Cancel order..

CTacMizzi says:
@ ::runs to the middle of the weapon copartments and sets phasers down on ground::

CSO_Wendy says:
Klord: disengage the tractor beam  as soon as we have the team on board

TO_Jexta says:
:: Begin beam up of the AT.. first group first .. ::

CEO_Klord says:
FCO: be ready to warp at a seconds notice

CTacMizzi says:
*Callisto*  I have no comm badge...  Can you lock onto my tricorder?

CSO_Wendy says:
FCO: prepare to get us out of here... maximum warp,... any course ... as soon as we've recovered the team

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: Sir.. I recommand we hail the Romulan and ask them so surrender..

CTacMizzi says:
@::sees Romulans poking around the corner.... raises hands in surrender::

CSO_Wendy says:
Jexta: notify me the instant the team is recovered

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: We have a definite tactical advantage over them ..

CTacMizzi says:
@ ::surreptitiously opens tricorder so Callisto can lock onto it::

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: Aye sir.. :: wonder if she's hearing him ::

CTacMizzi says:
@ ::hears the phasers whining as they overload....  doesn't think he's going to make it::

TO_Jexta says:
:: Finish Beaming up the AT:: Wendy: Away team beamed..

CEO_Klord says:
::releases tractor beams::

TO_Jexta  (Transporter.wav)

FCO_Mathe says:
::warps::

CSO_Wendy says:
Jexta: with phasers set to overload on Trilithium weapons, the time for talking is over

Renee- says:
ACTION: Romulan ship explodes as phaser overloads and detonates weapons

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: Aye sir..

CTacMizzi says:
::back on the ship... arms still raised in surrender::

FCO_Mathe says:
::adds impulse to warp::

Renee- says:
ACTION: Shock wave emanates from the explosion and approaches the Callisto

FCO_Mathe says:
::adds man thusters::

OPS_Sarak says:
all: Incoming shock wave

CEO_Klord says:
::braces for impact::

TO_Jexta says:
Wendy: Sir the Shockwave is nearing our speed.. it will hit us!

TO_Jexta says:
FCO: I recommand going to Max Warp...

CSO_Wendy says:
*All hands* Brace for impact

Renee- says:
ACTION: Callisto manages to stay just ahead of the shock wave. Some turbulence is felt but the Callisto manages to stay ahead.

CTacMizzi says:
::feels the shaking and hopes he won't have to make another trip to sickbay::

OPS_Sarak says:
::shack, rattles and rolls in his seat::

Renee- says:
<><><><> END CALLISTO MISSION <><><><>
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